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Aug 20, 2020 6 items. A: Observations I
haven't looked at the HTML, but the
following regexp will detect the list tag in
the following examples (results are not
exhaustive):
\s*]+)>\s*(?:(?:\w++|[^>]+)?\s*|]+)>)\s* As
per the s/M|F/X/g regexp block, we only
allow one of the following tags to be
present. If you want, you can allow multiple
tags: \s*]+|]+)?>(?:[^>]+|]+)?>\s* In the
HTML, you have elements nested within
elements, which can be detected using the
following regexp:
[\s]*)\s*>[\s]*[\w\s\W]*\s+ for (var i in
htmlObject) { console.log(htmlObject[i]); }
The HTML object is created based on the
DOM. This only shows the tags and tags, but
excludes elements that are not siblings or
children of the element. If you want to
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include those elements, you can modify the
second regexp to include them. If you are
only interested in tags and elements, it will
work fine for that purpose. See regex in use
here Question Assuming that the HTML
you provided really is what you're sending
to the client, we have two options: Format
the output so that it looks more like HTML.
Include a data-* attribute in the HTML and
read that attribute when the HTML arrives
at the client. As you have already stated that
you're working in PHP, I'll show you how
you would do option 2 for this question.
Option 2: Include a data-* attribute There is
no need to convert the HTML to something
your browser can understand when you are
sending the data to the client, as the data-*
attribute will be read by the browser
regardless 570a42141b
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